
BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

▪ Create the unique TrueBlue brand story  and USP
▪ Create a more user-friendly and more visual 

product story with improved navigation
▪ Reorganize and more thoroughly integrate blog 

content throughout the product story to improve 
conversion and trust-building

▪ Dramatically improve SEO performance
▪ Implement a fully responsive solution
▪ Build out a robust product locator
▪ Market & merchandise the website to increase 

average order size and optimize profits

CLIENT OVERVIEW
▪ National pet brand manufacturer
▪ Products carried in over 500 stores
▪ Looking to establish new revenue 

stream via DTC
▪ Looking to reach consumers directly 

with the ability to add ecommerce



PRODUCT & BRAND POSITIONING
▪ Created a Vibrant USP story focusing on the  

ingredients and how they benefit pets 
▪ Added emotive warmth to engage the target 

market by illustrating the main ingredients. 
▪ Highlighted the vet experts that created +

tested the products to make the safest product

RESULTS
24% of Visitors Visited the Ingredients Page

78% of those Visitors Completed their Purchase



Add Direct To Consumer Content to Website
▪ Create content to educate customers directly on the 

products and the best way to use them
▪ Maintain manufacturer content, introduce 
▪ Set up Google analytics and ecommerce flow to 

learn directly from the customers and make changes 
to website and products based on their direct 
insights

RESULTS



MARKETING & MERCHANDISING
▪ While keeping the brand focused on blue as per 

the client’s guidelines, we also needed to create 
engagement with color and warm pictures

▪ To create credibility and educate consumers 
about the products, we added blog posts and 
created a giving back program. 

▪ The products were organized by their function to 
easily let customers shop by their pet’s needs

▪ To optimize profit, we created product bundles 
and discount that incentive multiple purchases

RESULTS
AVG CART SIZE INCREASED BY 70% !
BLOG POSTS VIEWED BY 40% of VISITORS



WHOLESALE & RESELLERS
▪ Created a robust store finder to drive sales to 

retailers 

▪ Created a reseller sign-up program to quickly 
onboard new resellers

▪ Created a wholesale platform for resellers to 
enter their orders directly on the website.

▪ Built a robust, multiple touch point  email 
program for consumers and wholesalers 

RESULTS
STORE LOCATOR USAGE  - 60%
WHOLESALE PLATFORM – Increased orders by 15%
NEW WHOLESALE APPLICANTS – Increased by 35%
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Easy to Find Contact Us
form with quick response


